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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose
This document helps to measure throughput of GS2K module using TCP and UDP protocols. Throughput measurement of GS2K module is performed in Limited-AP and STA modes. It can be used for system throughput measurements not involving host interface, throughput over range measurements, radio performance measurements, and so on. This path exercises TCP/IP network stack, socket interface, APP-WLAN shared memory interface, WLAN MAC firmware, and WLAN MAC/PHY/RF hardware. This method does not involve host interface (host interface with external MCU is not involved) and therefore not suitable for those measurements.

1.2 Scope
This document provides information about throughput measurement of GS2K module using TCP and UDP protocols. For TCP and UDP throughput measurement, use Windows 7/XP PC with Cygwin.

1.3 Terminology
The following table lists the terminology used in this document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>User Datagram Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Universal Serial Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited-AP</td>
<td>Limited AP mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>Station or Client mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUT</td>
<td>Device Under Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2. Generate Throughput Binary

Perform the following steps to build and program S2W binaries for testing throughput:

1. Login to www.gainspan.com and download the latest SDK package.
2. Locate the S2W project file (s2w.eww) from userapps\s2w\build.

**NOTE** – For “IAR IDE” installation please refer “GS2K SDK Application Reference Guide” – section “Installing IAR IDE” of Chapter 2 - IAR.

3. Open the project file in IAR and rebuild the code by enabling the macro S2W_THROUGHPUT_TEST.
4. After successful compilation run, locate the batch file flash_program_FlashFetch_SingleImage.bat placed in the same path and follow the steps as guided on terminal.
NOTE:
Sample program of TCP is compatible for compilation and running on Cygwin under windows 7 platform.

5. Enter the com port when indicated.
6. Single image is created and the board is directed to program mode and power cycle is performed.
7. The board is now successfully erased and flashed with the image.
8. Once the board is programmed, change it to run mode and reboot the board.
Chapter 3. Measure Throughput

3.1 PREREQUISITES

Setup required to measure throughput in Limited-AP and STA modes:

- GS2K Evaluation Board
- PC with TCP/UDP Socket applications
- GS2K S2W Single image with throughput binary (Refer Chapter 2. Generate Throughput Binary)
- TCP/UDP test application for PC (provided with package)
- USB cables for TeraTerm interface
- Third party standard b/g/n AP (Used only in STA mode)

3.2 TCP

TCP protocol is used for reliable communication as it verifies end-to-end connection. It is the backbone of many application level protocols such as HTTP, RTSP, and so on. The following sections provide different setup’s to measure throughput in Limited-AP and STA modes using TCP protocol.

3.2.1 Limited-AP Mode

3.2.1.1 GS2K Limited-AP Client Tx

Setup Diagram:

Procedure:

Procedure for TCP Client Tx using GS2K as Limited-AP is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application
2. Create a Limited-AP
   
   AT+NSET=192.168.40.1, 255.255.255.0, 192.168.40.1 //Configure IP gateway.
   
   AT+DHCPSRV=1 //Start DHCP Server.
   
   AT+WM=2 // Configure GS2K as Limited-AP.
   
   AT+WA=<SSID>,,1 //Create Limited-AP with given SSID.

3. Connect PC to GS2K Limited-AP
4. Start TCP Server on PC
   
   ./throughput.exe
5. Next, run the TCP/UDP server on your PC by issuing the following command

   `$ ./throughput_org.exe <TCP Server> <Default port number>`

   Example: `$ ./throughput.exe 3 8000`

6. Create TCP Client on GS2K module

   `AT+NCTCP=192.168.40.x, <port number>`

7. Issue throughput command

   `AT+SOCKTPTEST=<CID>, <Mode>, <Iteration>, <Packet length>`

   Example: `AT+SOCKTPTEST=0,0,1000,1400`

8. Wait for 5 seconds after transmission is complete on GS2K for PC TCP Server to print the throughput statistics

3.2.1.2 GS2K Limited-AP Server Rx

Setup Diagram:
**Procedure:**

Procedure for TCP Server Rx using GS2K as Limited-AP is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application.
2. Create a Limited-AP.
   
   AT+NSET=192.168.40.1, 255.255.255.0, 192.168.40.1 //Configure IP gateway.
   
   AT+DHCP=1 //Start DHCP Server.
   
   AT+WM=2 // Configure GS2K as Limited-AP.
   
   AT+WA=<SSID>,,1 //Create Limited-AP with given SSID.
3. Connect PC to GS2K Limited-AP.
4. Create TCP Server on GS2K module.
   
   AT+NSTCP=<port number>
5. Start TCP Client on PC.
   
   $ ./throughput.exe <IP of GS2K module><SP><port number><SP><No. of packets to be received><SP><Size of each packet>

Example: $ ./throughput.exe 192.168.40.1 8000 1000 1400

6. GS2K TCP Server receives a connect notification from TCP Client on PC.
7. Issue throughput command.
   \texttt{AT+SOCKTPTEST=<client cid>,4}

   \textbf{Example:} \texttt{AT+SOCKTPTEST=1,4}

8. Enter \textbf{any} number and press \textbf{Enter} key to start data Tx from client Application.

9. Wait for data Tx complete message from client application.
10. After receiving the message on Application terminal, issue throughput statistics command.

   AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT =<cid>

   Example: AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT =1

### 3.2.2 STA Mode

The test cases for STA mode remain same as the Limited-AP mode except that both GS node and Laptop are STA, and communicate with each other through a standard AP.

#### 3.2.2.1 GS2K STA Client Tx

**Setup Diagram:**
Procedure:

Procedure for TCP Client Tx using GS2K as STA is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application.
2. Connect GS2K to an AP.
   
   $ AT+WRXACTIVE=1 //Set receiver to Always ON.
   $ AT+WRXPS=0 //Disable PS-Poll.
   $ AT+NDHCP=1 //Enable DHCP Client.
   $ AT+WA=<SSID>,,1 //Connect to an AP with SSID.

3. Connect PC to the same AP.
4. Start TCP Server on PC.
   
   $ ./throughput.exe 3 <port number>

5. Create TCP Client on GS2K module.
   
   $ AT+NCTCP=192.168.40.x,<port number>

6. Issue throughput command.
   
   $ AT+SOCKTPTTEST=<CID>,<Mode>,<Iteration>,<Packet length>
   
   Example: AT+SOCKTPTTEST=0,0,1000,1400

7. Wait for 5 seconds after transmission is complete on GS2K for PC TCP Server to print the throughput statistics.
### 3.2.2.2 GS2K STA Server Rx

#### Setup Diagram:

![Diagram showing GS2K STA Server Rx setup](image)

**Figure 7: Reception between TCP Server and TCP Client**

#### Procedure:

Procedure for TCP Server Rx using GS2K as STA is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application.
2. Connect GS2K to a third-party AP.
   
   ```
   AT+WRXACTIVE=1 //Set receiver to Always ON.
   AT+WRXPS=0  //Disable PS-Poll.
   AT+NDHCP=1 //Enable DHCP Client.
   AT+WA=<SSID>,,1 //Connect to an AP with provided SSID.
   ```
3. Connect PC to the same AP.
4. Create TCP Server on GS2K module.
   
   ```
   AT+NSTCP=<port number>
   ```
5. Start TCP Client on PC.
   
   ```
   $ ./throughput.exe 2 <IP of GS2K module><SP><port number><SP><No. of packets to be received><SP><Size of each packet>
   ```
   
   Example: $ ./throughput.exe 2 192.168.40.1 8000 1000 1400
6. GS2K TCP Server receives a connect notification from TCP Client on PC.

7. Issue throughput command.

   \texttt{AT+SOCKPTEST=<client cid>,4}

   \textbf{Example:} \texttt{AT+SOCKPTEST=1,4}
8. Enter any number followed with **Enter** key to start Data TX from client Application.
9. Wait for data Tx complete message from client application.
10. After receiving the message on Application terminal, issue throughput statistics command.

   AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT =<cid>

   **Example:** AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT =1

3.3 **UDP**

UDP is used to independently transmit and receive throughput measurement as there is only one-way traffic. The following sections provide different setups to measure throughput in Limited-AP and STA modes using UDP protocol.

### 3.3.1 **Limited-AP Mode**

#### 3.3.1.1 **GS2K Limited-AP Client Tx**

**Setup Diagram:**

![Figure 8: Transmission between UDP Client & UDP Server](image)

**Procedure:**

Procedure for UDP Client Tx using GS2K as Limited-AP is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application.
2. Create a Limited-AP

   AT+NSET=192.168.40.1, 255.255.255.0, 192.168.40.1 //Configure IP gateway.

   AT+DHCP=1 //Start DHCP Server.
AT+WM=2 // Configure GS2K as Limited-AP.
AT+WA=<SSID>,,1 // Create Limited-AP with given SSID

3. Connect PC to GS2K Limited-AP.
4. Start UDP Server on PC.
   $ ./throughput.exe 1 <port number>

5. Create UDP Client on GS2K module.
   AT+NCUDP=192.168.40.x,<port number>

6. Issue throughput command.
   AT+SOCKTPTEST=<CID>,<Mode>,<Iteration>,<Packet length>
   Example: AT+SOCKTPTEST=0.0,1000,1400

7. Wait for 5 seconds after transmission is complete on GS2K for PC UDP Server to print the throughput statistics.

### 3.3.1.2 GS2K Limited-AP Server Rx

**Setup Diagram:**

![Figure 9: Reception between UDP Server & UDP Client](image)

**Procedure:**

Procedure for UDP Server Tx using GS2K as Limited-AP is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application.
2. Create a Limited-AP.
   
   AT+NSET=192.168.40.1, 255.255.255.0, 192.168.40.1 // Configure IP gateway.
   
   AT+DHCPSRVR=1 // Start DHCP Server.
   
   AT+WM=2 // Configure GS2K as Limited-AP.
   
   AT+WA=<SSID>,,1 // Create Limited-AP with given SSID.

3. Connect PC to GS2K Limited-AP.
4. Create UDP Server on GS2K module.
   
   AT+NSUDP=<port number>

5. Start UDP Client on PC.
   
   $ ./throughput.exe 0 <IP of GS2K module><SP><port number><SP><No. of packets to be received><SP><Size of each packet>
   
   Example: $ ./throughput.exe 0 192.168.40.1 8000 1000 1400
6. Issue throughput command.
   \[ \text{AT+SOCKTPTEST} = \langle \text{client cid} \rangle, 4 \]
   \textbf{Example:} AT+SOCKTPTEST=1,4

7. Wait for data Tx complete message from client application.
8. After receiving the message on Application terminal, issue throughput statistics command.
   \[ \text{AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT} = \langle \text{cid} \rangle \]
   \textbf{Example:} AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT =

3.3.2 STA Mode
3.3.2.1 GS2K STA Client Tx

\textbf{Setup Diagram:}

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure10.png}
\end{center}

\textbf{Figure 10: Transmission between UDP Client & UDP Server}

\textbf{Procedure:}

Procedure for UDP Client Tx using GS2K as STA is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application.
2. Connect GS2K to an AP.
   \[ \text{AT+WRXACTIVE=1} \] //Set receiver to Always ON.
   \[ \text{AT+WRXPS=0} \] //Disable PS-Poll.
   \[ \text{AT+NDHCP=1} \] //Enable DHCP Client.
   \[ \text{AT+WA=<SSID>,1} \] //Connect to an AP with SSID.

3. Connect PC to the same AP.
4. Start UDP Server on PC.
$ ./throughput.exe 1 <port number>

5. Create UDP Client on GS2K module.
   AT+NCUDP=192.168.40.x,<port number>

6. Issue throughput command.
   AT+SOCKTPTEST=<CID>,<Mode>,<Iteration>,<Packet length>
   Example: AT+SOCKTPTEST=0.0,1000,1400

7. Wait for 5 seconds after transmission is complete on GS2K for PC UDP Server to print the throughput statistics.

3.3.2.2 GS2K STA Server Rx

Setup Diagram:

![Setup Diagram](image)

**Figure 11: Reception between UDP Server & UDP Client**

Procedure:

Procedure for UDP Server Tx using GS2K as STA is as follows:

1. Boot up GS2K module with S2W application.
2. Connect GS2K to a third-party AP.
   
   AT+WRXACTIVE=1 //Set receiver to Always ON.
   AT+WRXPS=0     //Disable PS-Poll.
   AT+NDHCP=1     //Enable DHCP Client.
   AT+WA=<SSID>,,1 //Connect to an AP with provided SSID.

3. Connect PC to the same AP.
4. Create UDP Server on GS2K module.
   AT+NSUDP=<port number>
5. Start UDP Client on PC.
   $ ./throughput.exe 0 <IP of GS2K module><SP><port number><SP><No. of packets to be received><SP><Size of each packet>
   Example: $ throughput.exe 0 192.168.40.1 8000 1000 1400

6. Issue throughput command.
   AT+SOCKTPTEST=<client cid>,4
   Example: AT+SOCKTPTEST=1,4

7. Wait for data Tx complete message from client application.
8. After receiving the message on Application terminal, issue throughput statistics command.
   AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT =<cid>
   Example: AT+SOCKTPTESTSTAT =1
Chapter 4. Measure Throughput in RF Chamber

The RF Chamber provides a controlled RF environment with stable and repeatable results which is difficult to obtain in an open-air condition due to changing channel conditions such as time, frequency and position.

4.1 Test Setup

The following figure demonstrates a typical RF chamber test setup for measurement of throughput performance.

![Figure 12: Test Setup Connection inside RF Chamber](image)

The procedure for the setup is as follows:

In this setup, the GS node acts as a client and the PC acts as a server.

1. Connect the USB hub and GS2K modules as shown in [Figure 12](image).
2. Once the setup is done, close the RF chamber lid and run the AT commands from your PC. Refer to section Chapter 3. Measure Throughput for AT commands.
4.2 **INITIAL SETUP FOR UDP AND TCP**

4.2.1 **Prerequisites**

1. TeraTerm or any such software for sending and receiving Serial port data.
2. UDP and TCP Socket Applications. Install Cygwin on PC to run these applications.

The applications reference a couple of the dll files which are compiled for Windows. The following diagram illustrates the setup for UDP and TCP throughput tests in RF Chamber.

![Throughput Test Setup for GS2K module](image)

The initial setup to measure throughput in RF chamber is as follows:

1. The DUT and Cisco AP (or any third-party AP) are placed in two separate RF shielded chambers and are connected to each other across an attenuator using SMA cables and SMA to UFl adapters where needed. This setup provides an ideal medium of communication between the devices.
2. The PC communicates with GS2K module using a UART cable which is also wired into the shield box.
3. The PC communicates with the AP via LAN cable. The LAN cable is used to send and receive data as well as to configure the AP parameters such as SSID, Channel, and so on.

4.3 **CONFIGURATION SETUP**

Perform the following steps to configure the setup for throughput measurement in RF Chamber:

1. Access the AP’s html page by entering its IP address in the browser. Configure it to require channel and set other parameters such as SSID, RF operational mode, auto data rate or fixed rate, and so on. For a basic test, use Auto rate to allow the AP to use rate selection.
2. Set the value needed on the attenuator. Make sure there is a path loss of at least 40 dB in the beginning so that the signal between the two devices is not too strong.
3. Program the module with the desired firmware and set it to run mode.
4. Make sure calibration for the module is completed for all buckets by raising the temperature and running the AT+WLCALSTART=1 command in a loop during both the heating phase and the cooling phase.
5. Once the setup is done, perform the steps provided in Chapter 5. Reference Code.
6. Measure Throughput as applicable.
Chapter 5. Reference Code

5.1 Throughput Test Based on Number of Packets

The following is a reference code for TCP/UDP Client and Server applications:

```c
#include "windows.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <arpa/inet.h>
#include <sys/select.h>
#include <netdb.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "memory.h"
#define DEFAULT_PORT 8000
#define MYPORT "8000" // Default port number users will be connecting to
#define TIMEOUT_PERIOD_IN_SEC 5 /* Time out after the last packet reception */
#define TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE 1496

char portNum_udpserver[8];
#include "memory.h"

// DEBUG_ENABLE

unsigned int fill_tx_data(char *data, unsigned int max_size) {
    unsigned int i = 0;
    for (i = 0; i < max_size; i++) {
        *(data+i) = (unsigned char)i;
    }
    return max_size;
}

unsigned int udp_client(const char *ipaddress, unsigned short port,
                         unsigned int numofpacket, unsigned int packetsize,
                         unsigned int totalbytes) {
    unsigned int retval = 0;
    int sockfd;
    struct sockaddr_in servaddr;
    char sendline[TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE+1];

    #ifdef DEBUG_ENABLE
    printf("\r\n UDP Client Called ");
    #endif

    sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
```
bzero(&servaddr,sizeof(servaddr));
servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
servaddr.sin_addr.s_addr=inet_addr(ipaddress);
servaddr.sin_port=htons(port);

fill_tx_data(sendline,packetsize);

printf("\r\n\n**************$Send Statistics Start \n**************\r\n");

printf("\r\nUDP Client IP: %s. Port Num:%d \r\n",ipaddress, port);
printf("\r\n\nTotal Tx packets:%lld . Size :%lld \r\n",numofpacket,packetsize);

while (numofpacket > 0)
{
    sendto(sockfd,sendline,packetsize,0,
            (struct sockaddr *)&servaddr,sizeof(servaddr));

    numofpacket--;
}

close(sockfd);

printf("\r\n**************$Send Statistics End \n**************\r\n");
return retVal;
}

char buf[TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE+1];
char s[INET6_ADDRSTRLEN];

unsigned int udp_server(const char* ipaddress, unsigned short port,
            unsigned int numofpacket, unsigned packetsize,
            unsigned int totalbytes)
{
    unsigned int retVal=0;
    struct timeval tv;
    int sockfd;
    int recvflag = 1;
    struct sockaddr_in their_addr;
    struct sockaddr_in servaddr,cliaddr;
    socklen_t addr_len;
    FILETIME sysTime;
    long long startTime=0;
    long long endTime=0;
    long long timeDurationInMicSec;
    volatile long total_no_of_packets=0;
    long expected_length=0;
    volatile int numbytes=0;
    volatile long long length = 0;
    double totalTxBits=0;
    double dataRate=0;
    fd_set rfds;
    int retval;

    struct addrinfo hints, *servinfo, *p;
    int rv;

#elif DEBUG_ENABLE
printf("\r\n UDP Server Called \r\n");
#endif

tv.tv_sec = TIMEOUT_PERIOD_IN_SEC; /* Time out after the last packet reception */
tv.tv_usec = 0;

if ((sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0)) == -1)
    perror("listener: socket");
    exit(1);
}

bzero(&servaddr,sizeof(servaddr));
servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
servaddr.sin_addr.s_addr=htonl(INADDR_ANY);
servaddr.sin_port=htons(port);

if (bind(sockfd,(struct sockaddr *)&servaddr,sizeof(servaddr)) == -1)
{
    close(sockfd);
    perror("listener: bind");
    exit(1);
}

printf("UDP Server started on port: %d\r\n",port);
total_no_of_packets=0;

while(recvflag)
{

    addr_len = sizeof (cliaddr);

    if ((numbytes = recvfrom(sockfd, buf, 1400, 0, (struct sockaddr *)&cliaddr, &addr_len)) < 0)
    {
        printf("\r\n Recv Failed \r\n");
        perror("recvfrom");
        //exit(1);
    }

    total_no_of_packets++;

    #ifdef DEBUG_ENABLE
    printf("listener: got packet from %s\n",inet_ntop(cliaddr.sin_family, get_in_addr((struct sockaddr *)&cliaddr), s, sizeof(s)));
    #endif /* DEBUG_ENABLE */

    if (0==length)
    {
        GetSystemTimeAsFileTime(&sysTime);
        startTime = sysTime.dwHighDateTime;
        startTime = (startTime<<32) | sysTime.dwLowDateTime; /* number of 100-nanosecond intervals */
    }

    length+=numbytes;
buf[numbytes] = '\0';
FD_ZERO(&rfds);
FD_SET(sockfd, &rfds);
retval = select(sockfd+1, &rfds, NULL, NULL, &tv);

if (retval <= 0)
{
    GetSystemTimeAsFileTime(&sysTime);
    endTime = sysTime.dwHighDateTime;
    endTime = (endTime<<32) | sysTime.dwLowDateTime; /* number of 100-nanosecond intervals */
    timeDurationInMicSec = (endTime - startTime) / (1ull*10); /* Subtract the last time-out value */
    if(timeDurationInMicSec)
    {
        timeDurationInMicSec -= ((1ull*1000*1000));
    }
    printf("$Receive Statistics Start
***************$Receive Statistics Start
$Time taken: %ld micro sec
",timeDurationInMicSec);
    printf("$Convert to bits /
totalTxBits = length*8;
    if(totalTxBits)
    {
        dataRate = (totalTxBits*1000*1000)/timeDurationInMicSec;
    }
    if(dataRate)
    {
        printf("$Number of packets received
: %lld
",total_no_of_packets));
        printf("$Total number of bytes received
: %lld
",length));
        if(0 != expected_length)
        {
            if(expected_length == length)
            {
                printf("$Data Rate: %f kbps",(dataRate/1024));
            }
        }
        printf("$Data Rate: %f mbps",(dataRate/(1024*1024)));
    }
    else
    {
        printf("$Error: Unable to calculate throughput.");
    }
unsigned int tcp_client(const char* ipaddress, unsigned short port, 
   unsigned int numofpacket, unsigned packetsize, 
   unsigned int totalbytes)
{
    unsigned int retVal=0;
    int sockfd, num;
    struct sockaddr_in servaddr;
    char sendline[TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE+1];

    printf("\nTCP Client Called ");
    sockfd=socket(AF_INET,SOCK_STREAM,0);
    bzero(&servaddr,sizeof(servaddr));
    servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
    servaddr.sin_addr.s_addr=inet_addr(ipaddress);
    servaddr.sin_port=htons(port);
    fill_tx_data(sendline,packetsize);

    if(connect(sockfd,(struct sockaddr *)&servaddr, sizeof(servaddr)) < 0)
    {
        printf(" Connect Error \n");
        close(sockfd);
        return 0;
    }

    printf("\nExecute at+socktptest command on DUT now and then Enter a 
number to continue\n");
    scanf("%d", &num);

    printf("\nTCP Client IP: %s. Port Num:%d ");
    printf("\nTotal Tx packets:%lld . Size :%lld ");

    while (numofpacket > 0)
    {
        send(sockfd,sendline,packetsize,0);
        numofpacket--;
    }
}  
    printf("Check throughput on DUT now and then Enter a number to continue\n");
    scanf("%d", &num);
    close(sockfd);

    printf("End of Transmission here!\n");

    return retVal;
}

unsigned int tcp_server(const char* ipAddress, unsigned short port, unsigned int numOfPacket, unsigned int packetSize, unsigned int totalBytes) {
    unsigned int retVal = 0;
    struct timeval tv;
    int sockfd, datasockFd;
    struct sockaddr_in server_addr, client_addr;
    int clientLen;
    int acceptflag = 1, recvflag = 1;
    struct sockaddr_storage their_addr;
    socklen_t addr_len;
    FILETIME sysTime;
    long long startTime = 0;
    long long endTime = 0;
    long long timeDurationInMicSec;
    volatile long total_no_of_packets = 0;
    long expected_length = 0;
    volatile int numbytes = 0;
    double totalTxBits = 0;
    double dataRate = 0;
    fd_set rfds;
    int retval;
    char buf[TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE+1];

    printf("TCP Server Called ");

    tv.tv_sec = TIMEOUT_PERIOD_IN_SEC; /* Time out after the last packet reception */
    tv.tv_usec = 0;

    if ((sockFd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0)) == -1) {
        perror("Socket Error");
        exit(1);
    }  

    server_addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
    server_addr.sin_port = htons(port);
    server_addr.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY);

    if (bind(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)&server_addr, sizeof(struct sockaddr)) == -1) {
        perror("Error: Unable to bind");
        exit(1);
    }

    int backlog = 50;
    listen(sockfd, backlog);

    printf("Waiting for connection on port %d\n", port);

    /* Create a server socket for receiving connections */
    sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
    if (sockfd == -1) {
        perror("Can't create socket for receiving connections");
        exit(1);
    }

    /* Bind the server socket to the port */
    if (bind(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)&server_addr, sizeof(struct sockaddr)) == -1) {
        perror("Can't bind to \n");
        exit(1);
    }

    /* Listen for incoming connections */
    if (listen(sockfd, backlog) == -1) {
        perror("Can't listen on socket");
        exit(1);
    }

    /* Accept incoming connections */
    if (accept(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)&client_addr, &clientLen) == -1) {
        perror("Can't accept connection");
        exit(1);
    }

    /* Set up the send buffer */
    sendbuf = malloc(packetSize);
    if (sendbuf == NULL) {
        perror("Error allocating sendbuffer");
        exit(1);
    }
if (listen(sockFd, 5) == -1) {
    perror("Listen");
    exit(1);
}

printf("\r\nTCPServer Waiting for client on port %d", port);
fflush(stdout);

while(acceptflag)
{
    datasockFd = accept(sockFd, (struct sockaddr *)&client_addr,&clientLen);
    if(datasockFd < 0 )
    {
        printf("\r\n Accept Error \n\n");
        exit(1);
    }
    printf("\r\nReceived connection from :%s , %d \n", inet_ntoa(client_addr.sin_addr),ntohs(client_addr.sin_port));

    while(recvflag)
    {
        addr_len = sizeof their_addr;
        if (((numbytes = recv(datasockFd, buf, TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE , 0)) == -1)
        {
            perror("TCP recv error ");
            exit(1);
        }
        total_no_of_packets++;
        if (0==length)
        {
            GetSystemTimeAsFileTime(&sysTime);
            startTime = sysTime.dwHighDateTime;
            startTime = (startTime<<32) | sysTime.dwLowDateTime; /* number of 100-nanosecond intervals */
        }
        length+=numbytes;
        buf[numbytes] = '\0';

        FD_ZERO(&rfds);
        FD_SET(datasockFd, &rfds);
        retval = select(datasockFd+1, &rfds, NULL, NULL, &tv);
        if (((retval == 0) || (numbytes == 0))
        {
            GetSystemTimeAsFileTime(&sysTime);
endTime = sysTime.dwHighDateTime;
endTime = (endTime<<32) | sysTime.dwLowDateTime; /*
number of 100-nanosecond intervals */
timeDurationInMicSec = (endTime - startTime) / (long)

endTime = (endTime<<32) | sysTime.dwLowDateTime;

/* Subtract the last time-out value */
if (timeDurationInMicSec)
{
    if (numbytes != 0)
        timeDurationInMicSec -= (long)(TIMEOUT_PERIOD_IN_SEC * 1000*1000));
}

printf("\r\n\n******************$Receive Statistics
Start *******************\r\n\n\n$Time taken                     :%ld u sec\r\n\n%"),timeDurationInMicSec);

/* Convert to bits */
totalTxBits = length*8;

if (timeDurationInMicSec)
{
    dataRate = (totalTxBits*1000*1000)/timeDurationInMicSec;
}

if (dataRate)
{
    printf("$Number of packets recieved :%lld\n",(total_no_of_packets));
    printf("$Total number of bytes recieved :
\r\n\n%",(length));

    printf("\r\n\n\r\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\r\n\n\n%",dataRate);
    printf("\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\r\n\n\n%",dataRate);
    printf("\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\r\n\n\n%",dataRate/1024));
    printf("\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\r\n\n\n%",dataRate/1024));

    if (0 != expected_length)
    {
        if (expected_length >= length)
        {
            printf("\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\r\n\n\n%",dataRate);
            printf("$Data loss                       :%lld bytes ( %f percentage)",(expected_length - length),
\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\n\n\r\n\n\r\n\n\n\r\n\n\r\n\n\n%",((float)((expected_length - length)*100))/(float)expected_length);
        }
    }
    else
    {
        printf("$Error: Unable to calculate throughput.");
    }

    length = 0;
total_no_of_packets = 0;
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printf("\r\n*****************************************************$Receive Statistics End
          *****************************************************\r\n")
break;
}
}
break;

printf("\r\nUsage: \r\n\t throughput.exe [Protocol] [IP Address] [port num] [<Number of Packets>] [<Packet Size(bytes)>]\r\n")
printf("\r\nExample: Protocol: 0 - UDP Client. 1 - UDP Server. 2 - TCP Client. 3 - TCP Server\r\n")
printf("1. UDP Server: throughput.exe 1 : Start UDP Server on default port 8000\r\n")
printf("2. UDP Server: throughput.exe 1 9999 : Start UDP Server on custom port 9999\r\n")
printf("2. UDP Client: throughput.exe 0 192.168.40.1 8000 100 1400\r\n")
printf("2. TCP Server: throughput.exe 3 : Start TCP Server on default port 8000\r\n")
printf("2. TCP Server: throughput.exe 3 8888 : Start TCP Server on custom port 8888\r\n")
printf("2. TCP Client: throughput.exe 2 192.168.40.1 8000 100 1400\r\n")
exit(1);
}
switch(atoi(argv[1]))
{
    // UDP Client
    case 0:
#define DEBUG_ENABLE
    printf("\r\n UDP Client: \r\n")
#undef DEBUG_ENABLE
    switch(argc)
    {
        case 6:
ipaddress = argv[2];
        port = atoi(argv[3]);
        numofpacket=atoi(argv[4]);
packetsize=atoi(argv[5]);
udp_client(ipaddress,port,numofpacket,packetsize,totalbytes);
```
break;

default:
    printf("\r\n Enter Parameters correctly ");
    exit(1);
    break;
}
break;

// UDP Server
    case 1:
        #ifdef DEBUG
            printf("\r\n UDP Server: \r\n");
        #endif
        switch(argc)
        {
            // UDP Server Default Port
            case 2:
                port = DEFAULT_PORT;
                strcpy(portNum_udpserver, MYPORT);

            udp_server(ipaddress, port, numofpacket, packetsize, totalbytes);
                break;

            case 3:
                port = atoi(argv[2]);
                strncpy(portNum_udpserver, argv[2], 8);

            udp_server(ipaddress, port, numofpacket, packetsize, totalbytes);
                break;

        default:
            printf("\r\n Enter Parameters correctly ");
            exit(1);
            break;

        }
    break;

    // TCP Client
    case 2:
        #ifdef DEBUG
            printf("\r\n TCP Client: \r\n");
        #endif
        switch(argc)
        {
            case 6:
                ipaddress = argv[2];
                port = atoi(argv[3]);
                numofpacket = atoi(argv[4]);
                packetsize = atoi(argv[5]);

            tcp_client(ipaddress, port, numofpacket, packetsize, totalbytes);
                break;

        default:
            printf("\r\n Enter Parameters correctly ");
            exit(1);

        }
break;
}
break;

// TCP Server

#define DEBUG_ENABLE

switch(argc)
{
    //TCP Server Default Port
    case 2:
        port = DEFAULT_PORT;
tcp_server(ipaddress,port,numofpacket,packetsize,totalbytes);
        break;
    case 3:
        port = atoi(argv[2]);
tcp_server(ipaddress,port,numofpacket,packetsize,totalbytes);
        break;
    default:
        printf("\r\n Enter Parameters correctly ");
        exit(1);
        break;
}
break;

default:
    printf("\r\n Enter Parameters correctly ");
    exit(1);
    break;

}
return 1;
# include <stdio.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# include <unistd.h>
# include <errno.h>
# include <string.h>
# include <sys/socket.h>
# include <netinet/in.h>
# include <time.h>
# include <stdio.h>
# include <time.h>
# include <math.h>

#define CLOCK CLOCK_MONOTONIC
#define TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE 1496

unsigned int fill_tx_data(char *data, unsigned int max_size)
{
    unsigned int i = 0;
    for (i = 0; i < max_size; i++)
    {
        *(data+i) = (unsigned char)i;
    }
}

int delayus(int Dlay) {
    double elapsed;
    struct timespec requestStart, requestEnd;
    #if 0
    int j;
    clock_gettime(CLOCK, &requestStart);
    temp = 0;
    for (j = 0; j < 4500; j++)
        temp += sin(j);
    clock_gettime(CLOCK, &requestEnd);
    elapsed = ((requestEnd.tv_sec - requestStart.tv_sec) / 1e-6
                + (requestEnd.tv_nsec - requestStart.tv_nsec) / 1e3);
    printf("Elapsed: %lf us
", elapsed);
    #endif
    clock_gettime(CLOCK, &requestStart);
    do
    {
        clock_gettime(CLOCK, &requestEnd);
    } while((elapsed = (requestEnd.tv_sec - requestStart.tv_sec) / 1e-6
             + (requestEnd.tv_nsec - requestStart.tv_nsec) / 1e3) <= Dlay);
}
int main(int argc, char**argv) {
    int sockfd, delay;
    struct sockaddr_in servaddr;
    char sendline[TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE+1];
    long long packet_size;
    long long total_packets;
    double bandW;
    double tx_time_sec,temp_time;
    struct timespec tStart,tEnd;
    printf("\r\nargc=%d\r\n",argc);
    if (argc < 3) {
        printf("\r\nUsage:udpclient.exe <IP address> <port number> <no of packets> <packet size> <bandwidth> <TX time>\n")
        exit(1);
    }
    if(argc == 5) {
        total_packets=atoi(argv[3]);
        packet_size=atoi(argv[4]);
        bandW = 25;
    }
    if(argc == 6) {
        total_packets=atoi(argv[3]);
        packet_size=atoi(argv[4]);
        bandW = atof(argv[5]);
    }
    if(argc == 7) {
        total_packets=atoi(argv[3]);
        packet_size=atoi(argv[4]);
        bandW = atof(argv[5]);
        tx_time_sec = atof(argv[6]);
    } else {
        // infinite send
        total_packets = 0xFFFFFFFFFFFF;
        packet_size = TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE;
    }
    // delay is added to generate packets as per required bandwidth.
    if (bandW == 25) delay = 400;
    else if (bandW == 20) delay = 500;
    else if (bandW == 18) delay = 600;
    else if (bandW == 15) delay = 750;
    else if (bandW == 12) delay = 900;
    else if (bandW == 10) delay = 1000;
    else if (bandW == 7) delay = 1600;
    else if (bandW == 5) delay = 2000;
    else if (bandW == 3) delay = 3500;
    else if (bandW == 1) delay = 11000;
    else if (bandW == 0.5) delay = 22000;
    else if (bandW == 0.3) delay = 37000;
    else if (bandW == 0.1) delay = 110000;
    else delay = 500;
}
sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);

bzero(&servaddr, sizeof(servaddr));
servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
servaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(argv[1]);
servaddr.sin_port = htons(atoi(argv[2]));

fill_tx_data(sendline, packet_size);

printf("Port number:%d \n",atoi(argv[2]));
printf("Total tx packets:%lld size :%lld \n",total_packets,pACKET_SIZE);
clock_gettime(CLOCK, &tStart);
temp_time = 0;
while (temp_time < tx_time_sec)
{
    sendto(sockfd,sendline,packet_size,0,
        (struct sockaddr *)&servaddr,sizeof(servaddr));

delayus(delay);
clock_gettime(CLOCK, &tEnd);

temp_time = tEnd.tv_sec - tStart.tv_sec;
}
printf("End of Transmission\n");
}